Central retinal venous outflow pressure.
Does the venous collapse phenomenon provide the possibility of venous dynamometry? A technical model is presented which allows analysis of the conditions of the collapse of the central retinal vein in vitro. The conditions of the venous collapse were analysed with regard to intraocular pressure, intravasal pressure in the outflow of the central retinal vein and the overall perfusion. For clinical measurements dynamometry of the venous collapse is performed parallel to the experimental setting. The experiment reveals identical results for venous outflow pressure measured by venous dynamometry and by intravasal pressure detector. Venous dynamometry in vivo means that we use the onset of the venous collapse phenomenon to register the pressure in the central retinal vein at the point where it leaves the eye. Using this technique, retroocular obstruction of the venous outflow may be assessed. The venous outflow pressure itself depends on the venous flow resistance, intracranial pressure and arterial perfusion pressure. Any disorder of these three parameters may be assessed when the absolute venous outflow pressure is registered. The venous collapse phenomenon enables us to determine the venous outflow pressure. Clinical applications have proven promising.